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ABSTRACT 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove that a non-archimedean Frechet space of countable type 
is normable (respectively nuclear; reflexive; a Monte1 space) if and only if any its closed subspace 
with a Schauder basis is normable (respectively nuclear; reflexive; a Monte1 space). It is also shown 
that any Schauder basis in a non-normable non-archimedean Frechet space has a block basic se- 
quence whose closed linear span is nuclear. It follows that any non-normable non-archimedean 
Frechet space contains an infinite-dimensional nuclear closed subspace with a Schauder basis. 
Moreover, it is proved that a non-archimedean Frechet space E with a Schauder basis contains an 
infinite-dimensional complemented nuclear closed subspace with a Schauder basis if and only if any 
Schauder basis in E has a subsequence whose closed linear span is nuclear. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper all linear spaces are over a non-archimedean non-trivially valued 
field K which is complete under the metric induced by the valuation 
~~~:W+[O,co). F or un f d amentals of locally convex Hausdorff spaces (1~s) 
and normed spaces we refer to [5], [7] and [6]. Schauder and orthogonal bases in 
locally convex spaces are studied in [l], [2], [3] and [4]. 
Any infinite-dimensional Banach space E of countable type is isomorphic to 
the Banach space CO of all sequences in K converging to zero (with the sup- 
norm) (see [6], Theorem 3.16), so every closed subspace of E has a Schauder 
basis. 
There exist Frtchet spaces of countable type without a Schauder basis (see 
[9]). Nevertheless, any infinite-dimensional Frechet space F of finite type is 
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isomorphic to the Frechet space 06’ of all sequences in K with the topology of 
pointwise convergence (see [3], Theorem 3.5), so every closed subspace of F has 
a Schauder basis. Moreover, any infinite-dimensional Frechet space contains 
an infinite-dimensional closed subspace with a Schauder basis (see [S]). It is 
also known that any closed subspace of cg x IM’ has a Schauder basis (see [12], 
Proposition 9). On the other hand any infinite-dimensional Frechet space 
which is not isomorphic to any of the following spaces: CO, [M’, CO x K”, con- 
tains a closed subspace without a Schauder basis (see [12], Theorem 7). 
In this paper we study closed subspaces with Schauder bases in Frechet 
spaces. 
In Section 1 we investigate normable closed subspaces. First, we show that a 
Frichet space is normable if and only if each of its closed subspaces with a 
Schauder basis is normable (Theorem 1.5). Then we prove that a Frechet space 
with a Schauder basis (xn) contains a closed subspace isomorphic to CO if and 
only if (xn) has a subsequence (xk,) whose closed linear span is isomorphic to CO 
(Proposition 1.6). It is known that a Frechet space contains a closed subspace 
isomorphic to CO if and only if it contains a bounded non-compactoid subset 
(see [4], Corollary 7.6). It follows that a Frechet space of countable type is a 
Monte1 space (respectively a reflexive space) if and only if each of its closed 
subspaces with a Schauder basis is a Monte1 space (respectively a reflexive 
space) (Corollaries 1.11 and 1.12). 
In Section 2 we are interested in nuclear closed subspaces. First, we prove 
that a Frechet space of countable type is nuclear if and only if each of its closed 
subspaces with a Schauder basis is nuclear (Theorem 2.2). Next, we show that 
any Schauder basis in a non-normable Frechet space has a block sequence 
whose closed linear span is nuclear (Theorem 2.3). It follows that any non- 
normable Frechet space contains an infinite-dimensional nuclear closed sub- 
space with a Schauder basis (Theorem 2.7). It is of interest to note that there 
exists a non-normable metrizable lcs E such that any nuclear subspace of E is 
finite-dimensional (Example 2.8). We also show that a Frechet space E with a 
Schauder basis (x,,) contains an infinite-dimensional complemented nuclear 
closed subspace with a Schauder basis if and only if (x,,) has a subsequence 
(xk,) whose closed linear span is nuclear (Proposition 2.6). 
PRELIMINARIES 
The linear hull of a subset A in a linear space E is denoted by 1inA. 
Let (y,) be a sequence in a linear space E. Let (k,) c N be an increasing se- 
quence and let (p,) c K. Put z, = Ck-L,-’ p,yi for n E FU The sequence (zn) is a 
blocksequenceof(y,)ifmax~~~~i<~,,_, I,&] >Oforanyn~N. 
Let E, F be locally convex spaces. A map T : E + F is called a linear ho- 
meomorphism if T is linear, one-to-one, surjective and the maps T, T-’ are 
continuous. E is isomorphic to F if there exists a linear homeomorphism 
T:E-+F. 
A sequence (x,,) in a lcs E is a Schauder basis in E if each x E E can be written 
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uniquely as x = Cry , cw,x, with (a,) c K and the coefficient functionals 
f,? : E -+ K, x + a, (n E N) are continuous. 
By a seminorm on a linear space E we mean a function p : E -+ [0, W) such 
that p(Lyx) = j&(x) for all cy E K, x E E andp(x + y) 5 max(p(x),p(y)} for all 
.u,_r E E. A seminormp on E is a norm if kerp := {x E E : p(x) = 0) = (0). 
The set of all continuous seminorms on a metrizable Its E is denoted by 
P(E). A non-decreasing sequence (Pk) c P(E) is a base in P(E) if for every 
p E P(E) there exists k E N with p 5 pk. A sequence (Pk) of norms on E is a 
base ofnorms in P(E) if it is a base in P(E). 
Any metrizable lcs E possesses a base (pk) in P(E) and every metrizable lcs E 
with a continuous norm has a base of norms (Pk) in P(E). 
A Its E is of$nite type if for each continuous seminorm p on E the quotient 
space (El kerp) is finite-dimensional. A metrizable Its E is of countable type if it 
contains a linearly dense countable subset. 
Norms p, q on a linear space E are equivalent if there exist positive numbers 
a, b such that up(x) < q(x) 5 bp(x) for every x E E. Every two norms on a fi- 
nite-dimensional linear space are equivalent. Every n-dimensional lcs is line- 
arly homeomorphic to the Banach space K”. 
Let p be a seminorm on a linear space E and t E (0, 11. An element x E 
E is t-orthogonal to a subspuce M of E udth respect to p if p(crx + y) > 
t max{p(ax)T P(Y)> f or all (Y E K, y E M. A sequence (xn) c E is t-orthogonal 
Gth respect to p if p(Cr=, aixi) 2 t maxi <, cnp(aixi) for all n E N and 
o!1,...>Ly, E K. 
Let (fk) c (0: 11. A sequence (xn) in a metrizable lcs E is (tk)-orthogonal with 
respect to (Pk) C P(E) if (xn) is tk-orthogonal with respect topk for every k E N. 
(If tk = 1 for k E N, then we shall write l-orthogonal instead of (1)-orthogonal.) 
A sequence (xn) in a metrizable lcs E is orthogonal if it is l-orthogonal with 
respect to some base (Pk) in P(E). (In [6], a sequence (x,,) in a normed space 
(E, // 11) is called orthogonal if it is l-orthogonal with respect to the norm ]] . 11.) 
An orthogonal sequence (xn) of non-zero elements in a metrizable lcs E is a 
basic orthogonal sequence in E. A linearly dense basic orthogonal sequence in a 
metrizable lcs E is an orthogonal basis in E. 
Any block sequence of an orthogonal basis in a metrizable lcs E is a basic 
orthogonal sequence in E. 
A sequence (x,) in a metrizable lcs E is orthogonal in E if and only if it is (tk)- 
orthogonal with respect to some base (Pk) in P(E) for some (tk) c (0, l] (see [3], 
Proposition 2.6). 
Every orthogonal basis in a metrizable Its E is a Schauder basis in E (see [3], 
Proposition 1.4) and every Schauder basis in a Frechet space E is an orthogonal 
basis in E (see [3], Proposition 1.7). 
A subset A of a lcs E is compactoid if for each neighbourhood U of 0 in E 
there exists a finite subset B = {bl, . . . , b,,} of E such that A c U + co B, where 
COB={C:=, CYibi:CY~,...ra,EDb!(alI,..., lo,1 < 1) is the absolutely convex 
hull of B. 
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A bounded subset A in a Its E is compactoid if and only if any orthogonal 
sequence (x,) c A tends to 0 in E (see [3], Theorem 2.2). 
Let E and F be locally convex spaces. The linear map T : E -+ F is compact if 
there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that T(U) is compactoid in F. 
For any seminorm p on a lcs E the map p : (El kerp) + [0, oo), x + kerp --f 
p(x) is a norm on (El kerp). 
A lcs E is nuclear if for every continuous seminorm p on E there exists a 
continuous seminorm q on E with q > p such that the canonical map 
is compact. A subspace of a nuclear lcs is nuclear (see [7], Proposition 1.2). 
Let E be a Frechet space with a Schauder basis (x,) which is l-orthogonal 
with respect to a base of norms (pk) in ‘P(E). Then E is nuclear if and only if 
Vk E N 3m > k : lirfnbk(x,,)/p,,(x,)] = 0 
(see [2], Propositions 2.4 and 3.5). 
Let B = (bk,n) be an infinite matrix consisting of positive real numbers such 
that bk.n < bk+l,n for all k, n E N. The Kiithe space associated with the matrix B 
is the space K(B) = {(an) c I6 : lim, lc+lbk,+ = 0 for all k E N} with the fol- 
lowing standard base of norms (Pk): pk(((Y,)) = kmax, Ia!n]bk,n,k E N. The 
space K(B) is a Frtchet space and the sequence (e,) of coordinate vectors forms 
the standard Schauder basis in K(B) (see [2], Proposition 2.2). The basis (e,) is 
l-orthogonal with respect to the base (&). 
1. ON NORMABLE CLOSED SUBSPACES 
Using the ideas of the proofs of Lemma 1, [8], Theorem 2, [8], and Proposition 
9, [12], we show the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 1.1. Let n E N and let pl , . . ,p,, be continuous seminorms on a metrizable 
Its E ofcountuble type. Let A4 be a finite-dimensional subspace of E. Then for ev- 
ery t E (0: 1) there exists a closed subspace L of E with dim(E/L) < 00 such that 
any x E L is t-orthogonal to A4 with respect to pi for all 1 < i 5 n. 
Proof. Let 1 I i 5 n and Z$ = E/ kerp;. Let rri : E --+ Fi be the quotient map- 
ping. Denote by (Gi,pi) the completion of the normed space (Fi,P,) of coun- 
table type. Then there exists a linear continuous projection Qi of Gi onto 7ri(M) 
of norm less than or equal to tt’ (see [6], Theorem 3.16 and its proof). Let 
Hi = Fi n ker Qi and Ei = 7r;‘(Hi). Any x E Ei is t-orthogonal to M with re- 
spect to pi. Indeed, let a E l&m E M, z = ri(m) and y = ri(x). Since z = 
Qi(ay + z), thenE(z) < tt’z(cuy + z). Hencefi(cYy + z) 2 tmax@(ay)!pi(z)} 
(see [6], Lemma 3.2). ThuSpi(ax + m) 2 tmax(p,(crx),pi(m)}. 
Let L = ny= 1 E,. Any x E L is t-orthogonal to A4 with respect to pi for all 
1 5 i 5 n. Clearly, L is a closed subspace of E and 
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dim(E/L) I 5 dim(E/E;) = 5 dim(F;/H,) 
i=l i= I 
5 5 dim(G;/ ker Q;) < co. 0 
i=l 
Lemma 1.2. Let E be a metrizable lcs with a base (‘pk) in P(E). Assume that 
(sn) c (0,l) with s = n,“=, s, > 0. Then any sequence (y,,) c (E \ kerpt) such 
that yn+ 1 is s,? + I-orthogonal to lin{yi, . . . , yn} with respect to pi for all 1 < i 5 n 
and n E M, is orthogonal in E. 
Proof. It is enough to show that the sequence (yn) is (t,,)-orthogonal with re- 
spect to (p,,) for some (t,?,) c (0, l] (see [3], Proposition 2.6). 
LetmENandcut,...;cu,,EK.Then 
Let E,,, = lin{yt, . . , ynl}. Since the norms p1 IE,,,, p,,IE, are equivalent then 
there exists d,, E (0,l) such that for arbitrary ~1,. , pi, E K we have 
Letk>mandol,...,ak E K.Then 
Thus the sequence ( yn) is (sdfit,,)-orthogonal with respect to (p,?). 0 
Lemma 1.3. Let E be a Frdchet space with a base of norms (‘pk) in P(E). Assume 
thatfor any k E N the norms pl andpk are equivalent on some subspace & ofJinite 
codimension in E. Then E is normable. 
Proof. First, we show that for any k E N the norms Pk and pk + 1 are equivalent 
on some dense subspace Fk of the normed space (E,pk). Let k E N. Denote by 
Gk the ClOSUrC of Ek+ I in (E,pk). Put n = dim(E/Gk). Clearly n < 00. 
Ifn=O,thenwecantakeFk=&+t. 
If n > 0, then by Lemma 3.14, [6], there exist el, , e, E E such that 
lin{et, . . . ,e,,} + Gk = E and 
Pk(~,w;+x) 2 2-” max{ly~~nPk(w,), Pk(X)} _ _ 
for all ai). . . , CY,~ E K and x E Gk. Set Fk = lin{et , . . . , e,} + Ek+ 1. Of course, Fk 





Cmax{Iyla<xnpk(wi), pk(X)} 5 2”Cpk 
We shall prove that the normable space (E,pl) is complete. Let &!) be a Cau- 
thy sequence in (E,pl) and k,” = n, n E N. Then there exists a subsequence (ki) 
of (ki) such that p1 C&!: -fLhL, ) < n-l, n E N. Since Ft is a dense subspace 
of (E,pl), we can choose a sequence U;,!) c Fi withpl&!: -fk!) < n-l, n E N. 
Clearly, ukt) is a Cauchy sequence in (E,pl). Since the norms p1 :p2 are equiv- 
alent on FI and vki) c Fl, then vki) is a Cauchy sequence in (E,pz). In this way 
we can choose in turn for every u E N a subsequence (k;) of (k,“- ‘) with 
PU@ -f&J <n-l, 
n-i, II E N. 
n E fV, and a sequence (&“) c F,, withpp,Cf; -j$“) < 
For any n E N there exists s E N with s > n such that k;f: = e. Since 
Hencep,Cfc -f$:) < K’,n E N.Thisfollowsthatpi& -.flAl) + Oforany 
i E N. Thus vi) &+a Cauchy sequence in E. Letf be the limit of”&!!,) in E. Since n n 
andpi(& -f) -+ 0, thenptdfh -f) -+ 0. Hence pl&! -f) -+ 0, because (jj,‘) 
is a Cauchy sequence in (E,pl). Thus we have proved that the normable space 
(E,pl) is complete. By the open mapping theorem the Frechet space E is 
normable. q 
Immediately by Lemma 3 we obtain the following. 
Proposition 1.4. Let E be a non-normable Frdchet space with a base of norms (Pk) 
in P(E). Then there exists a subsequence (p,,,) of (pk) such that for any k E fW the 
normsp,, andp,,., are non-equivalent on any subspace offinite codimension in E. 
Now we can prove our first theorem. 
Theorem 1.5. A Frgchet space is normable if and only if each of its closed sub- 
spaces with a Schauder basis is normabie. 
Proof. It is enough to show that any non-normable Frechet space E contains a 
non-normable closed subspace G with a Schauder basis. Consider two cases. 
Case 1. E has a continuous norm. It is easy to see that E contains a non- 
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normable closed subspace F of countable type. Let (Nk) be a sequence of pair- 
wise disjoint infinite sets with U,“=, Nk = N and let (sn) c (0,l) with 
flT=, s, > 0. By Proposition 1.4 there exists a base of norms (Pk) in P(F) such 
that for any k E M the normspk andpk, 1 are non-equivalent on any subspace of 
finite codimension in F. Then using Lemma 1.1, we can construct inductively a 
sequence (xn) c F such that x, + 1 is s, + 1 -orthogonal to lin{xi , . . . , x,,} with re- 
SpeCt top; for 1 < i 5 n, n E N, andpk(x,) < n-‘pk+ 1 (xn) for all y1 E Nk, k E N. 
By Lemma I .2, (x,) is orthogonal in F. Clearly, inf,? t N [Pk(&)/pL + i (xn)] = 0 for 
any k E N. Hence for every k E N the norms pk and pk+ 1 are non-equivalent on 
the closed linear span G of (x,,). Thus G is a non-normable closed subspace with 
a Schauder basis in E. 
Case 2. E has no continuous norm. Then E contains a closed subspace G 
isomorphic to Db’ (see [2], Proposition 2.6), so it has a non-normable closed 
subspace with a Schauder basis. 0 
Our next result states when a Frichet space with a Schauder basis possesses an 
infinite-dimensional normable closed subspace with a Schauder basis. 
Proposition 1.6. A Fr6chet space E with a Schauder basis (x,) contains a sub- 
space isomorphic to CO if and only if (x,) has a subsequence (xk,,) whose closed 
linear span is isomorphic to CO. 
Proof. Assume that (xn) is l-orthogonal with respect to a base (pi) in P(E) and 
F is a subspace of E isomorphic to CO. Then there is k E N such that pkjF is a 
norm on F and 
(*) Vj > k ISj > 0 Vy E F : pk(y) > Sipi( 
Put N/ = {n E N : pk(&) 2 SjPj(Xn)} for j 2 k. It is easy to check that there ex- 
ists a sequence (yn) c (F \ (0)) such that y,, = EYE”=, Q,,;x~, n E N, for some 
(Q&z,, c K 
Let n, j E N with j > k. Then p!&,) = max;~.pk(&ixj) =pk((~,,;,.x~,) for 
some & > n, and pj(,Yn) = maxiz.pj(uYn.iXi) > pj(an,i,,xi,,). By (*) we get 
Pk(%.i,,Xi!,) =Pk(?‘n) > SjPj(Yn) > SjPj(%,;,,Xi,,). HencePk(Xi,) > Sjpj(Xin), SO in E 
N,. Thus {i, : n E N} C n,‘:, Nj. Since i, 2 n for any n E N, the set NO = 
n,T=k N, is infinite. Denote by G the closed linear span of {xn : n E No}. Clearly, 
(**) vncN,vj > k :Pk(Xn) > SjPj(Xn) 2 Sjpk(X,). 
Since ‘dn E No 3j 2 k : pj(Xn) > 0, then Vn E NO : pk(&) > 0. Hence pklG is a 
norm on G. Moreover, Vj 2 k Vx E G : pk(x) > Sjpj(X). Indeed, let j 2 k and 
x E G. Then x = C, E ,v0 cy,,x, for some (a,,), t N0 c K and by (**) we have 
Pk(X) = z$tPk(Q,X,) > Sj ~~~pj(a,X~) = Sjpj(X). 
This follows that for any j 2 k the normspjlG andpk(G are equivalent. Thus G is 
normable, so it is isomorphic to CO. 0 
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Corollary 1.7. A metrizable Its E with an orthogonal basis (xn) contains an in- 
jinite-dimensional normable subspace if and only if (xn) has a subsequence (xk,,) 
whose closed linear span is normable. 
By the proof of Proposition 1.6 we obtain 
Remark 1.8. Let (xn) be a Schauder basis in a Frdchet space E. Assume that (x,,) 
is l-orthogonal with respect to a base (pk) in P(E). Then (x,,) has a subsequence 
(~k,~) whose closed linear span is isomorphic to CO if and only if there exist an in- 
finite subset A4 of N, a sequence (dk) c (0,l) and ko E N such that pk(x,,) > 
dk+lpx_+l(xn) > Oforallk > koandn EM. 
Clearly, any Frechet space which contains a closed subspace isomorphic to CO is 
non-nuclear. The following example shows that the converse is not true. 
Example 1.9. Let (Ni) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint infinite sets with 
Ur, N; = N. For i E N and n E Ni we put bk,,, = k’ if k 5 i, and bk.n = k’” if 
k > i. Clearly, 0 < bk.n < bk+l,n for all k,n E N. Let B = (bk,n) and E = K(B). 
The Kiithe space E is non-nuclear and has no subspace isomorphic to CO. 
Indeed, let (e,) be the standard basis in E and let (pk) be the standard base in 
P(E). Since [pi (e,)/pi(e,)] = i?’ f or i E N and n E Ni, then lim,Ipi (e,,)/pf(e,)] = 
0 for none of i E N. Thus E is non-nuclear. 
Let NO be an infinite subset of N. If the set Mi = NO n Nf is infinite for some 
i E N, then lirnnEM, [Pk(e,)/pk+~(e,~)] = lim,,M,[k/(k+ l)]“’ = 0 for any k > i; 
so the closed linear span X0 of {e, : n E NO} is non-normable. If the set Mi is fi- 
nite for any i E N, then there exist two increasing sequences (ni), (m;) c N such 
that ni E M,, for any i E N. Thus limi[Pk(e,?,)/pk+ i (e,,)] = lim;[k/(k + l)]“” = 0 
for any k E N; so X0 is non-normable, too. By Proposition 1.6 we infer that E 
has no subspace isomorphic to CO. 
Since a Frechet space of countable type is a Monte1 space if and only if it has no 
subspace isomorphic to CO (see [4], Corollary 7.6), then we get 
Corollary 1.10. A Frdchet space F with a Schauder basis (x,,) is a Monte1 space if 
and only if (xn) has no subsequence (xk,,) whose closed linear span is isomorphic to 
CO. 
Corollary 1.11. A FrCchet space E of countable type is a Monte1 space ifand only 
ifeach of its closed subspaces with a Schauder basis is a Monte1 space. 
Using [7], Corollary 9.9, Theorem 10.3 and Theorem 10.4 we obtain 
Corollary 1.12. A Frdchet space of countable type is reflexive ifand only ifeach of 
its closed subspaces with a Schauder basis is reflexive. 
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2. ON NUCLEAR CLOSED SUBSPACES 
First, we show the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a metrizable lcs with a base (Pk) in P(E). Assume that 
Vk E N 3m(k) > k V’t > 0 3F < E : dim(E/F) < cc Vx E F :pk(x) < cpm(k)(x). 
Then E is nuclear. 
Proof. Let k E N, m = m(k) and E; = (El kerpi) for i E N. We shall prove that 
the canonical map 
P : (&,,P,) + (J%,E)~x + kern,, -+ x + kerpk 
is compact. Let t > 0. Then there exists a subspace F of E with dim(E/F) < cc 
such that pk(_X) < 22’epnl(~) for any x E F. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that F > kerp,, and G,, = (F/ kerp,n) is a closed subspace of the normed 
space (E,,,p<). But B,,, = {z E E,, : p;(z) 5 l}, Bk = {z E Ek : pk(z) < F}: and 
n = dim(E/F). Clearly,pk(cp(y)) < 22’ep;,(y) fory E G,,. 
If Iz = 0, then cp(B,,) c Bk. 
If n 2 1, then by Lemma 3.14, [6], there exist ~1, . , z,! E E,, such that 
lin{z; : 1 < i 5 n} + G, = E,! and 
(*I 
for all cq, . . aTi E 06 and .Y E G,,. Clearly, we can assume that p<(zi) 2 2 for all 
1 5 i 5 n. Then 
P(&) C CO{P(Z;) : 1 I i 5 n} + Bk 
Indeed, let i E B,,. Then there exist al,. . . , a, E od and y E G,,, such that z = 
Cy=, cu;~;+y.By(*)wegetl >P,,(z) >max{maxi5;5.j~;],2-‘~(y)}.Hence 
max15i5n joi] I 1 andpk(cp(y)) I2-‘cpnl(y) 5 t. Since P(Z) = C?=, cyi(p(zi)+ 
p(y), then V(Z) E co{cp(-_;) : 1 < i 5 n} + Bk. This follows that cp(Bnl) is com- 
pactoid in (Ek,pk). Thus cp is compact. Hence E is nuclear. 0 
Theorem 2.2. A metrizable Its E of countable type is nuclear ifand only ifeach of 
its closed subspaces with an orthogonal basis is nuclear. 
In particular, a Frechet space of countable type is nuclear ifand only ifeach of 
its closed subspaces with a Schauder basis is nuclear. 
Proof. It is enough to show that any non-nuclear metrizable lcs E of countable 
type contains a non-nuclear closed subspace with an orthogonal basis. Let (Pk) 
be a base in P(E). By Lemma 2.1 we get 
(*I 
3ko E Mm > k&,, > OVF < E : dim(E/F) < 00 
3X E F : &‘ko (x) > %nPm(X); 
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clearly, we can assume that ko = 1. Let (NM) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint 
infinite sets with Uz= I N,,, = N and let (s,) c (0,l) with nrz, s, > 0. By (*) 
and Lemma 1.1 we can construct inductively a sequence (,vn) c E such that 
yn + I is s, + l-orthogonal to lin{yl, . . , yn} with respect top; for 1 5 i _< n, n E N, 
and pi (y,?) > e,pm(yn) for all n E Nnl, m E M. Hence p1 (y,) > 0 for any n E N 
By Lemma 1.2, (yn) is orthogonal in E, so it is l-orthogonal with respect to 
some base (qk) in P(E). Of course, we can assume that q1 2 PI. Let k E N and 
m E N with pm 2 qk. Then [q1(yn)/q&4] 2 [PI(Y~)/P,&~)] > E, for any n E 
N,. Thus lim,[ql(y,)/qk(y,)] = 0 for none of k E PY. Therefore the closed linear 
span of (yn) is non-nuclear. 0 
Now we show that any non-normable FrCchet space with a Schauder basis 
contains an infinite-dimensional nuclear closed subspace with a Schauder ba- 
sis. 
Theorem 2.3. Let E be a non-normable Frtchet space with a Schauder basis (xn). 
Then (x”) has a block sequence (yn) whose closed linear span is nuclear. 
Proof. Consider two cases. 
Case 1. E has a continuous norm. Assume that (x,~) is l-orthogonal with re- 
spect to a base of norms (JJ~) in P(E). Without loss of generality we can assume 
that for any k E N the norms pk and pk+ 1 are non-equivalent. Then 
inf,bk(&)/pk+l(~~)] = 0 for k E N. Let m,n E N. We can construct a finite 
sequence (~i,,...,cyi,~,)c(~\{O}) with m=il <...~i,~+~ such that 
Pl(QilXil) 2 l,Pk(%+,%+,) 5 1 and Pk+l(%_,xg+,) > n maxlgskPk(%,X,,) 
for any 1 < k 5 n. Let y,, = xyr: ai,xi, and 1 5 k < n. Then pl(y,) = 
maxl lisn+ 1 PI (a;+,> 2 1 and 





Thus we can construct inductively a block sequence (y,) of (xn) such that we 
have bk(.h)/Pk+l(h)l I n -I for all k,n E N with k 5 n. Clearly, (yn) is l-or- 
thogonal with respect to (Pk) and lim,bk(yn)/pk+ 1 (yn)] = 0, k E N. Hence the 
closed linear span of (yn) is nuclear. 
Case 2. E has no continuous norm. Assume that (xn) is l-orthogonal with 
respect to a base (Pk) in P(E). It is easy to see that there exist two increasing 
sequences (k,), (m,) c N such that xk, E (kerp,” \ kerpmnA,), n E N. Then the 
closed linear span F of (Xk,) is isomorphic to b6mr. Indeed, for any (a,) c K the 
sequence (&Xk,) is convergent to 0 in E. Hence, by the closed graph theorem 
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the linear map T : KN -+ F, (an) + C,“=, (Y,,x~,, is an isomorphism. Clearly, 
(x,+,,) is a block sequence of (x,~) and F is nuclear. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let E be a non-normable metrizable lcs E vvith an orthogonal basis 
(xn). Then (x,,) has a block sequence (yn) whose closed linear span is nuclear. 
The following example shows that there exists a non-normable Frechet space H 
with a Schauder basis (xn) such that for any subsequence (xk,,) of (x,,) the closed 
linear span of (xk,,) is non-nuclear. 
Example 2.5. Let (N;) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint infinite sets with 
lJ:i Ni=N.F or i E BJ and n E N; we put bk.n = 1 if k < i, and bkxn = n if k > i. 
Clearly, 0 < bk.n < bk+ l.n for all k, n E N. Let B = (bk.n) and H = K(B). Let (e,) 
be the standard basis in H and let (&) be the standard base in P(H). Since 
[pk(%)/pk+ I (en)] = K’ f or any k E N and n E Nk + 1, then H is non-normable. 
Let No be an infinite subset of FY. If the set M; = No n N; is infinite for some 
i E RJ, then the closed linear span of {e, : n E Mi} is isomorphic to CO, since 
pk(&) = Pi(en) f or any k > i and n E M;. If the set A4i is finite for any i E N, then 
there exist two increasing sequences (ai), (m;) c N such that n; E M,,, for any 
iE~.Thusp~(e,,)=pk+~(e,,~)foralli~k~~withi>k+l;sotheclosedlin- 
ear span of {e,,, : i E FY} is isomorphic to CO. 
This shows that for any infinite subset NO of N the closed linear span X0 of 
{e, : n E NO} contains a subspace isomorphic to CO; so X0 is non-nuclear. 
In fact, the space H has not any infinite-dimensional complemented nuclear 
closed subspace with a Schauder basis. This follows from our next result. 
Proposition 2.6. Let E be a Frdchet space rvith a Schauder basis (x,) and F its 
injinite-dimensional complemented closed subspace with a Schauder basis (y,). If 
F is nuclear (respectively a Monte/space), then (x,,) has a subsequence (.xk,) whose 
closed linear span is nuclear (respectively a Monte1 space). 
Proof. Consider two cases. 
Case 1. E has a continuous norm. Denote by P a linear continuous projec- 
tion from E onto F. Let &) and (h,,) be the sequences of coefficient functionals 
associated with the bases (xn) and (Y,~), respectively. Put gn(x) = h,(Px) for 
n E FY and x E E. Since 
1 = knb’n)l = Id c h(.hbk)l 
k=l 
then for any n E f+J there exists t, E N with Ifi,,(yn)g,(x,,)/ > 1. 
Assume that (x,) is l-orthogonal with respect to a base of norms (Pk) in 
P(E). For any k E N there exist qk E P(E), sk E N with pk < qk 5 psk and 
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qk 0 P < psk such that (y,) is l-orthogonal with respect to qk. For all IZ, k E N we 
obtain 
L kn(xfr,)l-l m~xqkk&t,))im) = I&(X,,,l-lqk(PX,,r) 
5 PSk cr, (y&t,) 
Hence 
(*I PkV;,,bn)xt,) <Pk(Yn) < P~~Cff,~(Yn)xt,,) for all k, n E N. 
Put rk(Y) = ma& Ihn(Y)Mhn(y,)xt,),k E N, Y E F. 
BY (*I, weget rk(Y) 5 max, Ih?b)lqk(.h) = qkb) I Pi,, and 
Pk(Y) 5 maxn hh)bkbh) < ma& Ihn(Y)lP~~Cff,~(yn).~r,) = rsk(y). 
Thus (rk) is a base of norms in P(F). Clearly, (J+,) is l-orthogonal with re- 
spect to (rk) and 
(**) rk(.h) P&t,b’n)%) Pk 6% )
rk+l(y,) =Pk+lCft,,(Yn)Xr,t) =pk+l(&,) 
for all k, n E N. 
If F is nuclear, then for any k E N there is mk E N with lim, [Yk( yn)/Y+ (&)I = 0. 
Hence lim, /Pk (xt, ) /P,, (x,,, )I = 0 f or any k E N. Thus the set {t, : n E N} is in- 
finite and the closed linear span of (x~,~) is nuclear. 
If F is a Monte1 space, then by Corollary 1.10, Remark 1.8 and (**), the set 
{t, : n E N} is infinite and the closed linear span of (xl,,) is a Monte1 space. 
Case 2. E has no continuous norm. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 one can 
prove that (x,,) has a subsequence (Xk,) whose closed linear span is isomorphic 
to K’. Clearly, 06’ is nuclear, so it is a Monte1 space, too. 0 
Lemma 5, [l I], states that any non-normable Frechet space E of countable type 
which is not isomorphic to CO x K’ or K’ contains a non-normable closed 
subspace with a continuous norm. It is obvious by its proof that any Frechet 
space which is not isomorphic to the product of a Banach space and K’ con- 
tains a non-normable closed subspace with a continuous norm. Hence, using 
Theorems 1.5 and 2.3, we get the following. 
Theorem 2.7. Any non-normable Fr6chet space E contains an injinite-dimen- 
sional nuclear closed subspace F with a Schauder basis. If E is not isomorphic to 
the product of a Banach space and KN’, we can claim additionally that F has a 
continuous norm. 
Next example shows that there is a non-normable metrizable lcs E such that: 
(i) any subspace of E with an orthogonal basis is normable (compare with 
Theorem 1.5); 
(ii) any nuclear subspace of E is finite-dimensional (compare with Theorem 
2.7). 
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Example 2.8. Let E be a dense subspace of CO x KN with a continuous norm 
(see [lo], Proposition 8 and its proof). Clearly, E is non-normable. 
Let G be a subspace with an orthogonal basis in E. It is easy to check that the 
closure F of G in CO x KN has a continuous norm (see [lo], Proposition 8). But 
any closed subspace of CO x KN with a continuous norm is normable (see [12], 
Proposition 9) so G is normable. 
Let X be an infinite-dimensional subspace of E. Then X contains a subspace 
with an orthogonal basis (x,,) (see Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 or [8], Theorem 2). Thus 
X contains an infinite-dimensional normable subspace. Hence X is non-nu- 
clear. 
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